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FREEDOM OF THE WILL -

A TRADITIONALIST'S VIEW

Volitional freedom, the abilty to act in a manner freely

chosen by ourselves, is an assumed fact in our social behaviour
and legal system. Without freedom there could be no responsi-
bilitv and without responsibility there could be no social impera-
tive. But, the faith in the freedom of the self is more than a social
assumption; it is, in fact, the working hypothesis of our personal
lives. We could hardly be motivated to live effectively were we to
believe that our so-called ambitions and decisions are, in fact,
veiled and sophisticated reflexes reminiscent of Pavlov's dog.
Somewhere in our lives we must believe that we are wilfully
achieving. This is true in spite of the fact that the concept of
volitional freedom seems to present an insurmountable intellec-
tual dilemma. Given the moment of perfect freedom and abso-
lute choice how and why do I choose the way I do? One recalls
the donkev of Greek mythology caught between equi-distant and
equally attractive hay stacks and dying of hunger. We are en-
trapped in our thinking by the law of casuality which Kant

readily recognized as one of the a priori categories of human
reason. We shall have occasion later on to refer to him and his
discoverv of freedom in the noumenal experience of the moral
wil. What has been the most bothersome problem is not how

one can I act in radical freedom at all, but rather - is there such
a freedom in the face of the other causitive agents encountered

such as Providence and the Laws of Nature.
Judaism has steadfastly maintained that man has initiative and

the freedom to determine his course of action. The most radical
pronouncement regarding providential determination in the Tal-
mud, "All is ordained in Heaven," is immediately qualifed -
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"except for the fear of heaven."! Religious and moral decisions

are man's own. Rabbinic Judaism, while cognizant of the free-
dom-providence dialcctic, did not take its problematic too seri-
ously. Our Rabbis maintained responsible moral freedom side
by side with a stringent providentialism that is found throughout
Rabbinic literature.2 The Judaic concept of providence is dynam-
ic and in no way similar to some of the predestinational theories
found in other faiths. "Penitence, prayer, and charity abrogate
the evil decree."B Providence is responsive to human spiritual
initiative. God's grace reacts to our supplication and to the turn-
ing of our hearts. We cannot forcibly impose ourselves upon our
destinies, either by unhampered freedom or by the magical
manipulations of idolatrous deities. But God has left open His
wil, in His grace, to receive and answer our address.

Nevertheless, the problem of human freedom facing the Divine
Wil has yet to be resolved. Moral freedom is essentially freedom
to act morally. Every action must either result in something that
would not have happened otherwise or inhibit an event that
would otherwise have taken place. But, the event or lack of it,
"had to be" by the rules of Providence. A possible escape clause

could be the principle "there are many messengers for God."4
In other words there may be a number of alternate options to
bring about the same ultimate results. My choice makes me the
agent of Divine Providence. In this connection one may note
with interest the Rabbinic comment on the Biblical command,
"when thou buildest a new home then thou shalt make a battle-
ment, that thou bring not blood upon thy house, if any man (lit-
erally 'the faller') fall from thence."5 They comment "he (the
faller) was deserving to fall nevertheless good things emanate
from the good and evil things from the wrongdoer."ß Rashi adds,
"do not permit yourself to become the vehicle of his death." This
is an obvious attempt to correlate the moral freedom of the
individual, in this case his choice to make or not to make the
battlement with the providential fate of another, the victim who
was destined to die.

The question has been raised seriously in connection with the
condemnation and punishment of Pharaoh and the Egyptians
for enslaving the Jews. Were they actually carrying out a Divine
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edict promulgated in the days of Abraham? Nachmanides in his
commentary on the Pentateuch states boldly that Pharaoh was
punshed for exceeding the limits of the decree; he was punished
for the increment of evil, "above and beyond the call of duty."7
Nachmanides here has opened new possibilties in the freedom-
providence dialectic. Pharaoh out of his freedom was able to
infict greater harm than was originally destined for the Jews.
This view scems to modify the apparent stringency of the provi-
dential theory of the Talmud as outlned above. This point is of
particular interest to us in the post-holocaust era. A generous
concession to human freedom may help attenuate the accusations
(both blasphemous) of God having been either cruel or im-
potent in the fact of this frightful calamity. Maimonides projects
another molifying concept in, what I would call, a "sliding"
Providence. Providence becomes dialogical and makes Divine
concern directly proportional to human commitment.s

A deeper incursion into Rabbinic thought reveals a greater
openness to human initiative. The entire notion of Sakkanah,
avoiding perilous situations, implies the human role in the fate-
drama. I would call it a theological "do not push your luck"
theory. Typical is this quotation: "Rabbi Yannai said, a man
should not stand in a place of Sakkanah for he may not be worthy
of a miracle; and if it wil happen it wil be deducted from his
credit."9 Here we are dealing with a man who was to live but
through personal carelessness has brought death upon himself,
even though this was not his providential fate; or he may evoke
a meta-providential act of Divine intervention which wil affect
him adversely in the long run. The Sakkanah theory is extended
by the Talmudic sages to the national level when they blame the
destruction of the Temple on the piety of Rabbi Zecharia ben
Akulas who refused to compromise on a sacrificial law when
faced with a defamatory plot by a renegade Jew.JO The medieval

philosophers were less troubled with Providence than they were
with God's foreknowledge. If God has absolute knowledge of an
ensuing event, it is ipso facto predetermined. Maimonides faces
the problem resolutely and admits its insolubilty. God's knowl-
edge is other than ours - which is quite in line with the general
Maimonidian approach to Divine attributes. The intrinsic rela-
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tionship between knowledge and event is shattered in God's trans-
cendental essence.ll Others came dangerously close to predestina-
tion or conversely, Universal-Providence theories because of this
gnawing question.12 The controversy was carried right into the
20th century by Rabbi Meier Simchah of Dvinsk. He refers to
an opinion of the Maharal that a lack of foreknowledge does not
constitute a change in God, and thus an imperfection in Him,
as "almost hereticaL."13

A much more serious challenge to human freedom, for modem
man, is "scientism" which has audaciously questioned the free-
dom of God and man alike - it leaves no room for Divine
miracle nor human spontaneity in moral choices. Scientific de-
terminism is much more stringent and inflexible than the Provi-
dence of the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The laws of
nature are rigorously predestinational and respond neither to
"penitence," "prayer" or "charity." "Scientism" has embraced all
existence including human behavior in its all encompassing prin-
ciple of the uniformity of nature. The implications of a science-

ordered universe and the ensuant danger to the life of the spirit
was fully recognized by Kant. Before the laboratory men ven-
tured into human behavior Kant anticipated the "rule of law"
even in the conduct of humans and their societies. He proposed
a dichotomy to resolve the dilemma, a dichotomy which sounds
like a paraphrase of the heretofor quoted Talmudic dictum: "All
is from heaven but the fear of heaven." Kant said "all is scienti-
fically determined but the inner moral law." The unbending
world seen empirically through scientific experimentation and
observation, the "phenomenal" world, is a determined one. Man's
only contact with freedom, with the unfettered world of noumena
is in the moral wil which man discovers in the inner recesses of
his being. According to Kant, man never leaves Plato's cave; he
is imprisoned by the a priori categories of his epistemological

apparatus. Through a little apparture in his cave he sees the real,
not the shadow of things, but this little window is not open out-
wards towards the world but inwards towards his own moral will.

This ontological arrangement leaves the traditionalist uncom-
fortable. First of all, Kant's dichotomy finds no room for God
other than as a postulate of practical reason or as a theoretical
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nexus between seemingly ireconcilable worlds, a theory devel-
oped by his Jewish disciple, Hermann Cohen. Secondly, it creates
an intrapersonal dialectic, two mutually exclusive coeffcients of
human existence which can hardly be harmonized with the or-
ganistic dynamism of human personality in the Biblical image
of man.

About 150 years later another monumental attempt was made
to solve the problem with a new dichotomy, that of Mar Buber
in his philosophy of I and Thou. Buber differs from Kant in that
he does not cut the apple in two but rather the palate that savors
it. God is one, the world is one, and man is one. It is all in the
eyes of the beholder. The difference between seeing a determined
world or a free world is not in what one sees but in how one sees.
The existential stance of the seeing agents determines the onto-
logical experience. The world viewed objectively in the "It"
stance reveals itself as utterly determined. In the world of "It"
there is no room for God or man. The world dialogically encoun-
tered reveals itself as free, open to man's choices and to the
Divine wil. With one stroke Buber rescues both God and man.
God becomes the miraculous master of the Universe and man a
moral agent. Regarding God, Buber says:

Miracle is not something supernatural or superhistorieal, but an inci-
dent, an event which can be fully included in the objective scientifc
nexus of nature and history; the vital meaning of which, however, for
the person to whom it occurs, destroys the security of the whole nexus
of knowledge for him and explodes the fiity of the fields of experience
named "nature" and "history." Miracle is simply what happens insofar
as it meets people who are capable of receiving it or are prepared to
receive it as miracle.14

In other words, the God of an objective scientic world can at
best be the unmoved mover of Aristotle or the pantheistic God
of Spinoza. The providential God is only met in dialogical en-
counter. As for man, Buber says:

The unlimited reign of causality in the world of "It" of fundamental

importance for the scientific ordering of nature, does not weigh heavily
on man, who is not limited to the world of "It," but can continually
leave it for the world of relation. Here I and Thou confront one an-
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other in mutual affect that is neither connected with nor colored by any
causality.ll

Buber is an immeasurable improvement over Kant as far as the
traditionalist is concerned. Buber's "complete" approach to total
reality is closer to the traditional position. All reality, inner or
outer, human, historical or natural is subject to the same rules
and responses. We also find attractive Buber's obliteration of the
boundaries between the "natural" and the "miraculous," Never-

theless we must differ from Buber on both issues. As narrow as
Buber's "ridge" may be between the "I and Thou" world and the
"It" world, it is a ridge nevertheless. Man cannot possibly stay
in ths euphoric state of "meetig." As a matter of fact, to face
the world as "It" is necessary for the "ordering of the universe."
In fact, one would have to be in the "It" phase, even according
to Buber, most of the time. This does not sit well with the Psalm-
ist's confessional exclamation on "God is present before me al-
ways."16 God cannot be absent and on recall; He is never a
memory of a past experience; He never leaves the reahn of my
cognized reality. We enthusiastically endorse the removal of the
barriers between the "miraculous" and the "natural." The differ-
ence is this, for Buber both are one event differently experienced;
for us they are two events similarly experienced. In the words of
Eliezer Berkovits: "As long as we consider nature a thing apart
of God, as we indeed do if we see it as creation, not even a strictly
deterministic interpretation of its laws wil rule out the possibility
of a miracle. That nothing in nature may disrupt the chain of
cause and effect does not prove that the Lord of Nature may not
do SO."17 The traditionalist is ready to see God not only when the
"fity of nature and history" have been epistomologically "ex-

ploded" but in that very nature and history itself. The same can
be said about human freedom, it is not enough to speak of free-
dom in the ephemeral moments of the I-Thou experience. To
the traditonalist, human freedom is defitive of the human con-
dition.

To state that all scientific thinking about human behavior is
determnistic would be untrue. There are appearing, here and

there, cracks in the wall outside of existentialist thinking. Writes
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Gordon W. Allport, a high ranking personality psychologist:

One may look through a hundred successive books in psychology and
fid no mention of "wil" and "freedom." It is customary for the psy-
chologist, as for other scientists, to proceed within the framework of
strict determinism and to build barriers between himself and common
sense, lest common sense infest psychology with its belief in freedom.
For the same reason, barriers are erected against theology. But to our
discomfort, recent events have raised the issue all over again.1S

This "opening up" of psychology without benefit of philo-
sophical dichotomies holds some promise of rapprochement be-
tween the worlds of science and freedom. To continue with All-
port:

The weakness of the habit theory lies in assuming that all acts, by the
principle of repetition and reward are theoretically of equal importance
in building the structure of personaliy. Habits appear and disappear
not only in conformity with principles of frequency and reward but
also as subsidiary events in relation to a central or propriate nature. . .
It sometimes happens that the very center of organization of a per-
sonality shifts suddenly and apparently without warning. Some impetus
coming perhaps from a bereavement or ilness or a religious conversion,
even from a teacher or book, may lead to a reorientation. (This sounds
strikingly similar to Sartre's "project" concept.)

In a footnote, he adds:

I am suggesting that under certain circumstances - especially when
the comprehensive propriate motive holds sway - the incompatible
impulses are not normally repressed; they simply evaporate.19

I propose to have found in these two statements by Allport a

structural model for a meaningful interpretation of the determin-
ism - freedom dialectic. I submit there are two levels of choice
- one circumscribed by the present human condition and con-

sequently limited by that condition; the other is transcendental

and unlimited. One is repression, the other is metamorphosis, or
what I would define as T eshuvah or penitential choices.

The fact that the human psyche may be preconditioned and
subject to biological, psychological or other forms of compulsion
is recognized by our tradition. Not every moment of choice is
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viewed as a perfectly balanced scale of good and evil that man
tips either way at wil. For instance, the Talmud applies a prin-
ciple called: "In the beginning under duress in the end with con-
sent is considered duress because her yetzer (urge J seized her"20
- an obvious acceptance of the fact that at times biology is

capable of overwhelming the moral volition. The death of the
"Rebellous son" is ordained because the "Torah entered into
the eventual development of this youngster's mind who wil
assault and plunder to get what he wants."21 While there never

was such a case according to the Talmud, its very theoretical dis-
cussion implies childhood developmental motivation which

could make future behavior, in certain cases, predictable. Our
sages were aware of the power of habituation. "As a person
transgresses and repeats (the sin) it becomes as if permissible

to him."22 What is true for worse is true for better. "If a person
had the opportunity for a sin again and again and did not com-
mit it, he is assured not to sin. . ."23

In the day-to-day realm of human choices, freedom to act
may mean freedom to repress. Repression is no "dirty word" in
Jewish tradition. "Who is a hero? He who represses his yetzer."24
At times, man must rule his instincts with an iron fist. The Tal-
mud tells the story of the man in the throes of a consuming pas-
sion for a woman which seriously threatened to destroy his
health. He was told to die rather than break the moral code -
even though, upon further clarfication, the minimal transgres-
sions which would have relieved this man were not as serious as
initially contemplated.25 Nevertheless it is recognized that repres-
sion is limited. This unfortunate young man could stil ask a
She'alah. Many others, most likely would have succumbed be-
fore. Sin is not always outright contumacy; more often it is the
weakness of the flesh. Repressive choices are subject to the limita-
tion imposed by the "as is" yetzer - structure of the individuaL.

I am deliberately avoiding analyses of the Rabbinic concept
of yetzer. The classic in the field are the essays26 by the late Solo-

mon Schechter which provide, if somewhat superficially, a com-
prehensive survey. A recent study of great interest is a brillant
essay by Arnold J. Wolfe who examines the Rabbinic "yetzer-
ology" in light of psycho-analytical insights (of Freudian vint-
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age).27 For our purpose suffce it to say that Yetzer Hara is the
confuence of all forces that motivate acts of improbity; Yetzer
Tov is the sum total of forces motivating spiritually and morally
sanctioned acts. That the yetzer is not a singular mystical drive

but rather a complex source of action-inducing energy is readily
seen from the Rabbinic statement: "- the Y etzer Hara has seven

names. The Holy One, blessed be He, called it evil -. Moses
called it uncircumcised - etc."2S Anyone familar with the
parlance and methodology of the Talmud knows that this is no
theological "name that tune" game. The Talmud uses names
defitively.

In the original Biblical formulation of sin one discovers at
least three co-ordinates of sinfulness. "And when the woman saw
that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the
eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the
food thereof - etc."29 The biological-instinctual, the aesthetic,
and the intellectual capacities are all seriously involved in move-
ment towards sin. The same complexity is undoubtedly true of
Y etzer T ov. It is out of this "field" of yetzer tensions that man
makes his day-to-day decisions, and the range of these decisions
will necessarily be limited by this very structure. It also follows

that the choice-spectrum wil vary from person to person depend-
ing on the yetzer positions of this particular person. The abilty
to choose may range from a Pharaoh who could not choose any-
more to the Tzaddik (the righteous) who has habitually not
sinned and need choose no more.

It is here that we arrive at the higher level of choice - the
Teshuvah choice, which does not demand a "yes" or "no" to a
specific deed but to our very being. It is a choice of transcend-
ence; it is the choice of how close I place myself in the presence
of God. The Biblical formulation reads: "- Life and death I

have placed before you, blessing and curse, and you shall choose
life."30 To borrow a phrase from the existentialist theologians,
man can make "a leap" of decision. The radical choice for "life"
for "blessing," overcomes, transforms and metamorphasizes the
yetzer structure and the objectionable and "incompatible im-
pulses," as Allport calls them, are "evaporated." In short, just as
the decision making capacity varies from man to man, it may
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vary withi the same individual as determined by his basic radical
decision, by "his propriate structure" which is freely chosen and
self-imposed. The yetzer structure is a flux that is responsive to
Teshuvah and Peshiah (rebellon) movement of man. The un-

derstanding of these two types of freedom and the results of the
respective types of choices makes explicit the two types of Teshu-
vah of which the Talmud speaks: Teshuvah Meyirah - Teshu-
vah out of fear and Teshuvah Me'ahavah - Teshuvah out of
love. The former leaves a scar while the latter totally exonerates
the siner. The Talmud goes one step further, he who repents
out of love, his demerits are turned into merits.31 Teshuvah Me-
yirah is a repressive choice that succeeds within limits but leaves

its scars. Teshuvah Me'ahavah metamorphasizes yetzer energy;
what was formerly chov-discredit-is now zechut; it now be-
comes positive energy for the good. "A man should engage the
evil yetzer in battle. If he is not victorious, let him pre-occupy
himself with Torah; if it does not help let him read the Shema
(the acceptance of the Divine Yoke); if this does not help, let
him r~mind himself of the day of death."32 Preferable is the
choice of Torah and Shema, the transcendental choice; if man
fails in this quest for a loftier religious experience let him try,
in a last ditch effort, to evoke suffcient fear of death to help him
repress his yetzer if he cannot transcend it.

Teshuvah is not an all or nothing turning. Man can turn from
Teshuvah to Teshuvah, from Madregah (level) to Madregah as
one leaps from one plateau of God - presence to another. "With
the Tzaddik, God is critical even to the extent of the breadth of
a hair."33 The area of day-to-day choices and decisions of the
Tzaddik are so narrow and subtle that it is almost imperceptible
to us. To the coarse person, to steal or not to steal may be a real
and serious problem; to the Tzaddik with a highly metamorpha-
sized yetzer system, having or not having had suffcient Kavanah
(concentration) during prayer might be a serious problem.

The ultimate in the human condition is, therefore, not the
capacity to choose but the capacity to choose oneself out of

choIee. The ultimate in human freedom is the Divine-like free-
dom - to be free to be totally good. The desideratum of human
existence is not to stand on top of a perfectly balanced scale but
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to stand on the summit of God's mountain. The denouement of
the human drama is Olam Haba - the world to come, when
"the righteous wil sit with their crowns on their heads imbibing
in the splendor of the Shekhinah."34 The Talmudic sages express
it with their unmatched imagery when they say that the yetzer
wil be executed.35 Nachmanides in his commentary on the Torah
quite unabashedly portrays messianic peace in existential as well
as in social terms. "- and all the time of Torah it is that way
so that one may acquire zechut through choice of good, and
punishment through the choice of evil but in the days of the
Messiah the choice of good wil be by nature and one wil not

desire what is improper."36 Maimonides who is considerably less
eschatalogical in his futuristic descriptions and does not envisage
any radical transformation of human nature, nevertheless makes
it clear that man, by being in the presence of God and by virtue
of hitherto unreached levels of intellectual comprehension, wil
dedicate himself completely to the ultimate good.37

God performs miracles by transcending the laws of nature;
man created in the image of God creates miracles by transcending
his own nature. In the words of the psalmist: "Bring forth my
soul from its confinement so that I may praise thy name."3S
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